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Objectives

This course is a whirlwind introduction to building useful things with electronics. Students will 
learn basic electronic theory, understand and draw schematics, prototype and troubleshoot 
using lab equipment, and apply their knowledge on a project of their choice.

There will be an emphasis on building sensor circuits with microcontrollers. Students are not 
expected to have any background in electrical engineering.

Course Format

This course spans 13 weeks, with two hours of lecture and lab plus an additional hour of 
individual preparation per week. Students are expected to spend six hours outside of class to 
complete their final project. This is a total of 45 hours over the semester.

Each class begins with a short lecture followed by a hands-on lab. Each lab builds on previous 
weeks’ labs. All equipment and materials will be provided. Computers will be used during lab. 
Students may bring their own laptops or use lab computers (instructional account provided).

Lecture slides, lab handouts, and readings are available on the course website.

Timeline

Week 1: Introduction
● Preparation: Review course syllabus
● Introduction to electronics engineering, overview of course material, syllabus 

review, address enrollment issues

Week 2: Soldering
● Preparation: Review department lab safety guidelines
● Soldering demonstration with facilitators
● Build, troubleshoot, and demonstrate LED blinker with 555 timer

Week 3: Measurements and Schematics
● Preparation: Review voltage, current, and resistance. Bring circuit from last lab
● Learn to use the digital multimeter to measure voltage, current, and resistance
● Learn schematic drawing and symbols for common parts
● Draw schematics for LED blinker circuit and measure node voltages

Week 4: Ohm’s Law, Power, and Batteries
● Preparation: Find the capacity of your mobile phone battery
● Apply Ohm’s law to predict voltage, current, and resistance in circuits
● Determine power consumption of LED blinker circuit
● Understand basic battery parameters

http://ieee.berkeley.edu/hope/


Week 5: Digital Logic
● Preparation: Review counting in binary
● Understand logic levels, digital signals, combinational logic, and clocks
● Implement a binary adder using 74xx TTL AOI logic

Week 6: Introduction to Microcontrollers
● Preparation: Set up Arduino IDE
● Explain characteristics and features of a modern microcontroller
● Learn basic microcontroller programming using C
● Implement LED blinker using an Arduino

Week 7: Silicon and Semiconductors
● Preparation: Go over silicon lecture slides on the HOPE website
● Guest lecture from Stanford EE Ph.D student.

Week 8: Sensors and Signals
● Preparation: Review sine, cosine functions
● Introduce AC, capacitors, inductors, filters, and frequency domain
● Build and test an LED ambient light sensor

Week 9: Amplifiers
● Preparation: Review circuits
● Introduce operational amplifiers and common amplifier topologies
● Discuss op-amp specifications such as bandwidth and input offset
● Build an active low-pass filter as an Ardiuno frontend

Week 10: Printed Circuit Boards
● Preparation: Begin final project brainstorming, form project groups
● Demonstrate schematic capture and PCB layout software

Week 11-12: Work on Final Project
● Outside class: build final projects
● In-class “office hours” with facilitators for project debugging

Week 13: Finish Final Projects
● Final project demonstration and videos



Grading

Your grade is primarily based on attendance and your effort in class. Completion of the final 
project is also required, although if significant effort is demonstrated it will still count. The goal of
the final project is to apply the concepts learned in the class to a practical or fun project that can
be reasonably completed within a few weeks. The facilitators will help out with the completion of
the projects as much as possible. Participation and completion of labs is strongly advised. There
will be attendance through sign in sheets or forms at the beginning of each session. Please 
ensure that you sign in each session.

Grade Breakdown

Attendance 60

Final Project 20

Decorum and Effort 20

Total 100

Attendance Policy

You can miss three classes unexcused. Please contact the facilitator and let them know at least 
3 hours before the class. Any additional absences could result in a NP. Beyond the 3 unexcused
absences, each absence results in a loss of 10 points from the Attendance score (out of 60).

Final Project is graded on effort and the video demonstration describing their work.

“Decorum and Effort” is based on behavior in class, participation and observance of safety 
instructions.

Students need to get at least 60 points to pass the course.

Course Facilitators: 

Kevin Zheng (kevinz@berkeley.edu)

Sudip Guha (sudipguha@berkeley.edu)


